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The generalized Landau–de Gennes theory for uniaxial and biaxial nematic liquid crystals is analyzed using
tensor analysis. In this way all terms allowed by symmetry appear in the free-energy expression. This improves
the quantitative shortcomings of the commonly used theory. It appears that uniaxial nematic liquid crystals are
described by 12 independent generalized elastic terms and that biaxial nematic liquid crystals are described by
48 independent generalized elastic terms. For practical purposes, several approximations based on symmetry
arguments are discussed. The theory is applied to describe the variation in order and orientation near a surface.
The relevance of the theory to the debate on the surface elastic constant K13 is pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION
More than two decades ago, de Gennes applied the Lan-
dau theory of second-order phase transitions @1,2# to the first-
order isotropic-uniaxial nematic phase transition @3#. This
Landau–de Gennes theory proved to be useful for the de-
scription of other phase transitions as well, e.g., the
isotropic-biaxial nematic transition and the uniaxial
nematic–biaxial nematic transition @4,5#. The influence of
spatial variations of the local order parameter is taken into
account in the generalized Landau–de Gennes theory
~GLGT! @6–9#. This GLGT naturally combines Landau
theory with orientational elasticity theory, as the local order
of a nematic liquid crystal is determined by an amplitude
~which describes the ‘‘degree’’ of order! and an orientation.
Therefore, the GLGT can be used to describe phenomena
which cannot be satisfactorily described by the original
Landau–de Gennes theory and elasticity theory separately.
Such phenomena are expected when both the degree of order
and the orientation are important, as is the case with, e.g.,
phase transitions in confined geometries and wetting phe-
nomena @10–14#, surface-induced bulk alignment @15–17#,
and disclinations @18,19#.
In contrast to its wide application, the GLGT is clearly
limited from a quantitative point of view, as the GLGT ex-
pression for the free-energy density of orientational deforma-
tions is not identical to the ones that are well known for
either uniaxial @20–24# or biaxial @25–30# nematic liquid
crystals. For example, according to the GLGT known from
the literature @3,6–9#, the Frank elastic constants @22# for
splay, twist, and bend K11 , K22 , and K33 , respectively, sat-
isfy the relations
K115K33.K22 ,
Kii}Q12 ,
where Q1 is the scalar order parameter. In general these re-
lations do not hold: the degeneracy of K11 and K33 is re-
moved when the Landau–de Gennes expansion is extended
to third order in Q1 @31#. Apparently, the presently known
GLGT is an approximation of a more complete theory. The
aim of this paper is to investigate this complete theory. Our
analysis is based on symmetry principles only. In this way,
all effects that are allowed by symmetry are incorporated in
the theory. Moreover, the physical assumptions underlying
the commonly used approximate GLGT become quite clear
in the present analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. For the sake of clarity
the main concepts are reviewed in Sec. II. The symmetries of
the different nematic phases and the corresponding tensor
order parameters are discussed and the general expressions
for the Landau free-energy density and the elastic free-
energy density are given. Special attention is paid to the
distinction between the surface free-energy density and the
bulk free-energy density. In Sec. III the GLGT of uniaxial
and biaxial nematic liquid crystals is presented. We derive
the most general free-energy expression that is allowed by
symmetry and discuss various approximations based on ap-
proximate symmetries. The GLGT known from the literature
is obtained when the symmetry is approximately isotropic. In
Sec. IV the theory is applied to the coupled variation of the
order parameters and the orientation close to a surface that
favors an ordering of the nematic liquid crystal different
from the thermodynamically stable ordering. The result is
directly related to the debate on the surface elastic constant
K13 . The paper is concluded in Sec. V by a short summary
of the main results.
II. THEORY
A. The tensor order parameter
The macroscopic tensor order parameter Q is defined as
the anisotropic part of a susceptibility T @6–8#,
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Qi j5GS Ti j2 13Tr~T!d i j D , ~1!
where T may represent the magnetic susceptibility tensor x
or the dynamic dielectric tensor e(v) at a standard frequency
v . The factor G is an arbitrary normalization constant. For
convenience, we choose G.0 and having dimensions such
that Q becomes dimensionless.
The tensor order parameter Q being real, symmetric, and
of zero trace, can be written in the following diagonal form
in a suitably chosen local frame of orthogonal eigenvectorsl(r),m(r),n(r):
Q5S 2 13 ~Q12Q2! 0 00 2 13 ~Q11Q2! 0
0 0 23 Q1
D . ~2!
The representation of the tensor order parameter in the
space-fixed frame (ex ,ey ,ez) reads
Qab5Q1~Nab2 13 dab!1 13Q2~Lab2Mab!, ~3!
where we have used the definitions
Lab5lalb , ~4a!
Mab5mamb , ~4b!
Nab5nanb ~4c!
and the completeness of the set of eigenvectors
Lab1Mab1Nab5dab . ~5!
The nematic phase with the highest symmetry is the
uniaxial nematic phase Nu , which has a continuous rota-
tional symmetry around a unique axis. This symmetry axis is
thought to coincide with the eigenvector n. The two eigen-
vectors l and m are degenerate. The order of the Nu phase
with respect to the isotropic phase is described by the
uniaxial tensor order parameter
Qabu 5Q1~Nab2 13 dab!. ~6!
The Nu phase is nonchiral, i.e., symmetric under spatial in-
version, and nonpolar, i.e., the states described by n and
2n are indistinguishable. The chiral variant of this phase is
the cholesteric or chiral nematic Nu* phase.
A nematic phase with lower symmetry is the biaxial nem-
atic phase Nb . Here the continuous rotational symmetry
around n is also broken: the two eigenvectors l and m are no
longer degenerate. The order of the Nb phase with respect to
the isotropic phase is described by the full tensor order pa-
rameter ~3!. The chiral variant of this phase is denoted as
Nb* .
The Nb phase is more ordered than the Nu phase. The
order of the Nb phase with respect to the Nu phase is de-
scribed by the biaxial tensor order parameter Qb, which is
obtained by subtracting both the isotropic and the uniaxial
part of the tensor T,
Qabb 5
1
3 Q2~Lab2Mab!. ~7!
Recently, a tensor order parameter with nonzero trace has
been used by Tole´dano et al. @32# in order to describe the
phase diagrams of lyotropic nematic and lyotropic choles-
teric systems. The additional scalar order parameter that is
thus introduced describes a change in the shape of the mi-
celles that constitute the lyotropic system.
The properties of polar liquid crystals have been system-
atically descibed by Longa and Trebin @33# using the trace-
less, symmetric tensor order parameter Qab together with a
polar field Pa . When Pa50, the GLGT expression known
from the literature is obtained.
In the following, we confine ourselves to nonpolar, ther-
motropic nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals with
uniaxial and biaxial symmetries. The uniaxial systems are
descibed by the uniaxial tensor order parameter Qu. The bi-
axial systems can be descibed by the total tensor order pa-
rameter Q, but sometimes a description in terms of two sepa-
rate tensor order parameters Qu and Qb is more appropriate.
This distinction between a separate uniaxial and biaxial ten-
sor order parameter, which, to our knowledge, has not been
made before, is of importance when discussing the different
approximations to the GLGT presented in Sec. III. When the
distinction is not made and only the total tensor order param-
eter Q is used, the GLGT known from the literature is ob-
tained.
B. The Landau free-energy density
Consider an arbitrary thermodynamic system that is char-
acterized by a uniform temperature T , a uniform pressure
p , and some tensor order parameter Oab(r). Such a system
can be described by the so-called Landau free-energy density
gL , which is a function of the temperature T , the pressure
p , the local order parameter Oab(r), and its spatial deriva-
tives of all orders, denoted as ]a
(n)Obg(r). For sufficiently
smooth variations of the order parameter, the Landau free-
energy density can be expanded in powers of the spatial de-
rivatives of the order parameter. Usually only terms that are
linear in the first-order derivatives, terms that are quadratic in
the first-order derivatives, and terms that are linear in the
second-order derivatives are taken into account,
gLO~r!,­~n !O~r!,T ,p
5gL ,uO~r!,T ,p1kabgO~r!,T ,p]aObg~r!
1KabglmnO~r!,T ,p]aObg~r!]lOmn~r!
1KabgdO~r!,T ,p]a]bOgd~r!1 , ~8!
where gL ,uO(r),T ,p denotes the Landau free-energy den-
sity of the system when the order parameter is uniform. The
other terms in the expansion describe the elastic free-energy
density. The tensors k, K, K, . . . have the symmetry of the
lower symmetric (OabÞ0) phase. They are functions of the
local order parameter Oab(r), the temperature T , and pres-
sure p .
The Landau free-energy density gL can also be expanded
in powers of Oab . The expansion of gL ,u with respect to the
Oab50 phase reads
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gL ,uO~r!,T ,p
5g0~T ,p !1ZabOab1 12AabgdOabOgd
2 13BabgdezOabOgdOez
1 14CabgdezhuOabOgdOezOhu1 , ~9!
where g0 denotes the Gibbs free-energy density of the higher
symmetric Oab50 phase. The tensors k, K, and K can be
expanded as well:
kabgO~r!,T ,p5kabg0 ~T ,p !1••• , ~10a!
KabglmnO~r!,T ,p5Kabglmn0 ~T ,p !1 , ~10b!
KabgdO~r!,T ,p5Kabgd0 ~T ,p !1 . ~10c!
It is important to note that the tensors Z, A, B, C, k0, K0,
K0, . . . have the symmetry of the higher symmetric
(Oab50) phase. They are functions of the temperature T
and pressure p .
C. Surface terms
A number of terms appearing in expansion ~8! of the Lan-
dau free-energy density can be written in the form of diver-
gences. These terms are called ‘‘surface terms,’’ as they only
contribute to the surface free energy according to Gauss’s
theorem. The remaining terms in expansion ~8! are referred
to as ‘‘bulk terms.’’ In the thermodynamic limit the contri-
bution of the surface terms to the total free energy is negli-
gible compared to the contribution of the bulk terms. In this
section, we derive the general form of the surface terms that
occur in expansion ~8!.
By definition, the general form of a surface term is
]aSa~O,­~n !O!, ~11!
where S can be any vector function of the order parameter
and its spatial derivatives. Expanding this function in powers
of the spatial derivatives,
Sa~O,­~n !O!5Sa0 ~O!1Sabgd1 ~O!]bOgd1 , ~12!
one finds that the two lowest-order terms comprise all the
surface terms in Eq. ~8!:
]aSa
05
]Sa
0
]Obg
]aObg , ~13a!
]a~Sabgd
1 ]bOgd!5
]Sabgd
1
]Oez
]aOez]bOgd1Sabgd
1 ]a]bOgd .
~13b!
We note that surface terms of the form ~13a! are absent in the
uniaxial and biaxial nematic phases, due to the nonpolar
character of these phases. For surface terms of the form
~13b!, we make a distinction between symmetric and anti-
symmetric surface terms, as in Ref. @30#. For the antisymmet-
ric surface terms ~with Sbagd
1 52Sabgd
1 ), the terms that are
linear in the second-order derivative vanish. On the other
hand, there is a one-to-one correspondence between symmet-
ric surface terms ~with Sbagd
1 5Sabgd
1 ) and terms that are
linear in the second-order derivative.
III. THE GLGT OF NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS
A. Uniform systems: Phase transitions
The I-Nu phase transition may be described by an expan-
sion of gL ,u in powers of the uniaxial tensor order parameter
Qu. The tensors that appear in this expansion must have the
symmetry of the isotropic (Qu50) phase, i.e., these tensors
are combinations of scalars s , Kronecker deltas dab , and
products p«abg of a pseudoscalar p with the Levi-Civita
symbol «abg ~which is a pseudotensor!.
The tensor p«abg does not appear in the expansion of
gL ,u , as all tensors in this expansion must have an even
number of indices @see Eq. ~9!#. In fact, the general expan-
sion requires only the two lowest-order contractions of the
tensor order parameter @4,8,33#,
Qabu Qbau 5 23Q12 , ~14a!
Qabu Qbgu Qgau 5 29Q13 , ~14b!
which gives rise to the well-known expression for the Lan-
dau expansion near the I-Nu transition,
gL ,u5g iso1
1
3AQ122 227BQ131 19CQ141 , ~15!
where the expansion up to Q14 suffices to describe the experi-
mentally observed first-order phase transition. The coeffi-
cients A ,B ,C , . . . and the free-energy density of the isotropic
phase g iso are smooth functions of T and p . A discussion of
the I-Nu transition and the Landau expansion ~15! can be
found in, e.g., Refs. @6–9#.
The I-Nb phase transition is described by an expansion of
gL ,u in powers of the full tensor order parameter Q. All
tensors that appear in this expansion must have the symmetry
of the isotropic (Q50) phase. The general expansion re-
quires only the two lowest-order contractions of the full ten-
sor order parameter @8#,
QabQba5 23~Q121 13Q22!, ~16a!
QabQbgQga5 29Q1~Q122Q22!, ~16b!
yielding
gL ,u5g iso1
1
3A~Q121 13Q22!2 227BQ1~Q122Q22!
1 19C~Q121 13Q22!21 4135D~Q121 13Q22!Q1~Q122Q22!
1 2243E@Q1~Q122Q22!#21 481E8~Q121 13Q22!31 .
~17!
The full expansion up to sixth order in Q1 and Q2 allows for
a description of either a first-order or a second-order I-Nb
transition, depending on the values of the coefficients A–
E8.
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A simplified expansion with C.0, E.0, and
D5E850 has been studied by Gramsbergen et al. @8#.
de Gennes and Prost @6# discuss a slightly more general ex-
pansion with C.0, E.0, DÞ0, and E850. In both cases,
a second-order I-Nb transition is described for B50. For all
other values of B , the direct I-Nb transition does not exist,
but is replaced by I-Nu and Nu-Nb transitions. Clearly, the
expansion ~17! is not appropriate to describe these successive
transitions, as it is based on the symmetry breaking at a
direct I-Nb transition. Expansion ~17! can be seen as an ap-
proximation of a more general expansion, the approximation
being valid close to a direct I-Nb transition.
The Nu-Nb transition is properly described by an expan-
sion of gL ,u in powers of the biaxial tensor order parameter
Qb. The tensors that appear in this expansion must have the
symmetry of the uniaxial (Qb50) phase, i.e., these tensors
are combinations of s , dab , p«abg , and Nab . The expan-
sion reads
gL ,u5guni1AQ221CQ241EQ261 , ~18!
where guni denotes the Landau free-energy density of the
uniaxial phase. This free-energy density guni and the coeffi-
cients A , C , E , . . . are functions of Q1 , T , and p .
Although Eq. ~18! suffices for a description of the Nu-
Nb transition, one can expand this expression further, either
with respect to the isotropic phase or with respect to the
uniaxial phase.
In the first case, gL ,u is expanded in powers of both Qu
and Qb,
gL ,u~Qu,Qb,T ,p !5g iso~T ,p !1Zabu Qabu 1Zabb Qabb
1Aabgd
u ,u Qabu Qgdu 1Aabgdu ,b Qabu Qgdb
1Aabgd
b ,b Qabb Qgdb 1 , ~19!
where g iso , the Gibbs free-energy density of the isotropic
phase, and the tensors Zu, Zb, . . . depend on T and p . Using
isotropic tensors, we find
gL ,u~Qu,Qb,T ,p !5g iso1A1Q121A2Q221B1Q131B2Q1Q22
1C1Q141C2Q12Q221C3Q241 , ~20!
which is the general expansion for a description of succes-
sive I-Nu and Nu-Nb transitions.
In the second case, gL ,u is expanded in powers of Qb and
dQu[Qu2Qu ,†, where Qu ,† is the equilibrium tensor order
parameter describing a uniform uniaxial phase at a suitably
chosen temperature T† and pressure p†. Using an expansion
analogous to Eq. ~19!, but now with uniaxial tensors, we find
gL ,u~Qu,Qb,T ,p !5guni1Z1dQ11A1dQ121A2Q22
1B1dQ131B2dQ1Q221C1dQ14
1C2dQ12Q221C3Q241 . ~21!
It should be remarked that the uniaxial symmetry allows for
an additional term linear in dQ1. However, Z1 must be zero
at T5T† and p5p† since we have defined Q1† to be the
equilibrium value of Q1 at this temperature and pressure.
Summarizing, we have demonstrated how an approximate
expression for the free-energy density of a nematic phase can
be obtained by an expansion with respect to a higher sym-
metric phase. For uniaxial nematic liquid crystals, this is an
expansion with respect to the isotropic phase @Eq. ~15!#. For
biaxial nematic liquid crystals, three different approxima-
tions can be used: a direct expansion with respect to the
isotropic phase @Eq. ~17!#, an indirect expansion with respect
to the isotropic phase through an intermediate uniaxial nem-
atic phase @Eq. ~20!#, and an expansion with respect to the
uniaxial nematic phase @Eq. ~21!#.
B. Nonuniform systems: Elasticity
For nonuniform systems with a smoothly varying order
parameter, the Landau free-energy density gL can be ex-
panded in powers of the spatial derivatives of the order pa-
rameter, as in Eq. ~8!. The terms in that expansion that con-
tain only the spatial derivatives of the directorsl(r),m(r),n(r) describe the orientational elasticity of the
system. In the generalized elasticity theory, there are also
terms that contain only spatial derivatives of the scalar order
parameters Q1(r),Q2(r), which describe the order elas-
ticicity, and terms that contain both types of derivatives
~mixed terms!.
In the following, the general expressions for the general-
ized elastic free-energy density of a uniaxial nematic liquid
crystal and of a biaxial nematic liquid crystal are given,
where we distinguish between surface elastic terms and bulk
elastic terms, as defined in Sec. IIC. We further derive ap-
proximate expressions for the generalized elastic free-energy
density by making expansions with respect to higher sym-
metric phases.
1. Uniaxial nematic liquid crystals
The contribution of the elastic free-energy density to the
Landau free-energy density gL of the uniaxial nematic phase
is obtained by substituting expression ~6! for the uniaxial
tensor order parameter Qu in expansion ~8! of gL . The ap-
pearing tensors k, K, and K must have the symmetry of the
uniaxial phase. All independent elastic terms are found by
forming all possible combinations of the tensors with
uniaxial symmetry, i.e., combinations of s , dab , p«abg , and
Nab .
We find eight independent bulk terms and four indepen-
dent surface terms, which can be classified further as four
orientational elastic terms, two order elastic terms, two
mixed terms, one antisymmetric surface term, and three sym-
metric surface terms. In terms of the usual vector notation,
the elastic free-energy density
gL ,el[gL2gL ,u ~22!
is given by
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gL ,el5kun~3n!1K1u~n!21K2u@n~3n!#2
1K3
u@n~3n!#21K4u~nQ1!21K5u~Q1!2
1K6
u@n3~3n!#~Q1!1K7u~n!~nQ1!
1$S1u@~n !n2n~n!#%1$S2uQ1%
1$S3un~nQ1!%1$S4u@~n !n1n~n!#%,
~23!
where all elastic constants are functions of Q1(r), T , and
p . In most literature on orientational elasticity, the elastic
constants K1
u
, K2
u
, and K3
u are referred to as K11/2, K22/2, and
K33/2, respectively. The surface elastic constants S1
u and S4
u
are related to the surface elastic constants K24 and K13 , as
defined by Nehring and Saupe @24#. As can be seen from the
terms corresponding to K6
u and K7
u
, a gradient in the order
parameter will induce a combined splay-bend deformation of
the director field.
It is important to note that the elastic term kun(3n)
only appears in the cholesteric Nu* phase since it changes
sign under spatial inversion. Remarkably, the property of
chirality only introduces an orientational elastic term and no
chiral order elastic terms. This can be understood as follows.
A chiral order elastic term is proportional to nQ1.
Clearly, such a term is forbidden in case of a nonpolar nem-
atic liquid crystal, i.e., a nematic liquid crystal that is sym-
metric under the substitution n!2n.
The elastic free-energy expression known from the litera-
ture is obtained as an approximation of the general expres-
sion presented here. The approximation is based on an ex-
pansion with respect to the isotropic phase ~see Sec. IIIA!,
i.e., the elastic tensors are expanded as in Eqs. ~10!. The
resulting tensors k0, K0, and K0 have the symmetry of the
isotropic phase.
It appears that the elastic free-energy density in this
lowest-order approximation can be written in the form of two
independent bulk elastic terms, one antisymmetric surface
term, and one symmetric surface term. All terms are
‘‘mixed’’ elastic terms
gL ,el5K1
i ]aQbgu ]aQbgu 1K2i ]aQagu ]lQlgu
1S1
i $]aQbgu ]bQagu 2]aQagu ]lQlgu %1S2i ]a]bQabu .
~24!
Note that, e.g., the K1
i term is not simply the lowest-order
approximation to the K1
u term in Eq. ~23!. Nevertheless, there
are relations between the ‘‘isotropic’’ and the ‘‘uniaxial’’
elastic constants, which can be found by substituting the ex-
pression for Qu into Eq. ~24!.
As follows from Table I the isotropic approximation en-
tails the results
K115K33.K22 , ~25a!
Kii}Q12 . ~25b!
In some cases this may be a reasonable approximation. In
general, however, Eqs. ~25! will not be valid. In that case the
isotropic approximation cannot be expected to give a quan-
titatively correct description and one should resort to the
general expression ~23! presented here.
2. Biaxial nematic liquid crystals
The elastic free-energy density gL ,el of the biaxial nematic
phase is obtained by substituting expression ~3! for the full
tensor order parameter Q in Eq. ~8!. The appearing tensors
k, K, and K must have the symmetry of the biaxial phase.
Thus all independent elastic terms are found by forming all
possible combinations of biaxially symmetric tensors, i.e.,
combinations of s , p«abg , Lab , Mab , and Nab @the Kro-
necker d can be left out due to the completeness relation ~5!#.
The elastic free-energy density of a nonchiral ~chiral! bi-
axial nematic liquid crystal is described by 33 ~36! bulk
terms and 12 ~12! surface terms. These are given in the
Tables III and IV at the end of this section. In these tables we
have used the following notation for the invariants that de-
scribe orientational deformations @30#:
Di j5
1
2« jklRiaRkb]aRlb , ~26!
where the matrix elements Ria with i51,2,3 and a5x ,y ,z
define the local frame (l,m,n) with respect to the space-fixed
frame (ex ,ey ,ez),
l5R1aea , ~27a!
m5R2aea , ~27b!
n5R3aea . ~27c!
Explicit ~vector! expressions of the invariants Di j can be
found in Ref. @30#. The appearing chiral terms are orienta-
tional elastic terms; chiral order elasticity is also absent here.
Of the other bulk terms, 12 are orientational elastic terms,
nine are order elastic terms and the remaining 12 are mixed
terms. There are three antisymmetric surface terms and nine
symmetric surface terms.
Clearly, the number of independent elastic constants is
too large to be experimentally accessible. For that reason,
sensible approximations are needed. Instead of postulating
ad hoc approximations, we propose three possible approxi-
TABLE I. Bulk elastic terms for the uniaxial nematic phase. The
‘‘uniaxial’’ elastic constants are functions of the uniaxial order pa-
rameter, temperature, and pressure. Near the isotropic phase, the
elastic constants can be approximated by the expressions in the last
column. The ‘‘isotropic’’ elastic constants K1
i and K2
i are functions
of temperature and pressure only.
Invariant Constant I
n(3n) ku 0
(n)2 K1u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12
@n(3n)#2 K2u 2K1i Q12
@n3(3n)#2 K3u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12
(nQ1)2 K4u 13K2i
(Q1)2 K5u 19 (6K1i 1K2i )
@n3(3n)#Q1 K6u (4K1i 1 23K2i )Q1
(n)(nQ1) K7u (4K1i 1 43K2i )Q1
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mations, all based on symmetry arguments. These approxi-
mations are similar in character to the quasi-uniaxial ap-
proximation proposed for smectic-C* liquid crystals @34#.
The first approximation is the isotropic approximation
commonly used in the literature. The approximate elastic
free-energy expression is obtained by expanding the Landau
free-energy density gL in powers of the full tensor order
parameter Q and its spatial derivatives. The expansion of
gL ,u is given in Eq. ~17!, whereas the elastic tensors are
expanded according to Eqs. ~10!. Taking into account only
the lowest-order terms, the elastic free-energy density can be
approximately described by two bulk elastic terms and two
surface terms, as in the uniaxial case:
gL ,el5K1
i ]aQbg]aQbg1K2i ]aQag]lQlg
1S1
i ]a~Qbg]bQag2Qag]bQbg!1S2i ]a]bQab .
~28!
The starting point of the other two approximations is an
expansion of the Landau free-energy density in which the
uniaxial and the biaxial tensor order parameter are treated as
independent order parameters:
gL~Qu,Qb,­~n !Qu,­~m !Qb,T ,p !
5gL ,u~Qu,Qb,T ,p !1kabgu ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]aQbgu
1kabg
b ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]aQbgb
1Kabglmn
u ,u ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]aQbgu ]lQmnu
1Kabglmn
u ,b ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]aQbgu ]lQmnb
1Kabglmn
b ,b ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]aQbgb ]lQmnb
1Kabgdu ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]a]bQgdu
1Kabgdb ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !]a]bQgdb 1 , ~29!
where gL ,u and the tensors ku, kb, . . . are defined with re-
spect to the biaxial phase. The general form of the elastic
free-energy density of the ~chiral! biaxial phase is obtained
by substituting all possible combinations of biaxial tensors in
the tensors of expansion ~29!. Obviously the same three chi-
ral bulk elastic terms, 33 bulk elastic terms, and 12 surface
terms are obtained as when using Eq. ~8! ~see Tables III and
IV!.
The elastic tensors in Eq. ~29! can be expanded with re-
spect to the isotropic phase or with respect to the uniaxial
phase. The expansion with respect to the isotropic phase will
be treated first. The elastic terms are expanded according to,
e.g.,
kabg
u ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !5kabgu ,0 ~T ,p !1 , ~30!
where all appearing tensors ~like ku ,0) have the symmetry of
the isotropic phase. Taking into account only the lowest-
order terms, we find that, in this approximation, the elastic
free-energy density is described by 6 independent bulk elas-
tic terms and 5 independent surface elastic terms
gL ,el5K1
i ]aQbgu ]aQbgu 1K2i ]aQagu ]lQlgu 1K3i ]aQbgu ]aQbgb
1K4
i ]aQagu ]lQlgb 1K5i ]aQbgb ]aQbgb
1K6
i ]aQagb ]lQlgb 1S1i ]a~Qbgu ]bQagu 2Qagu ]bQbgu !
1S2
i ]a]bQabu 1S3i ]a]bQabb
1S4
i ]a~Qbgu ]bQagb 2Qagu ]bQbgb !
1S5
i ]a~Qbgb ]bQagb 2Qagb ]bQbgb !, ~31!
where the isotropic elastic constants Ki and Si are functions
of T and p . This so-called indirect isotropic approximation
contains the isotropic approximation ~28! in the limiting case
K3
i 5 2K1
i 5 2K5
i
, ~32a!
K4
i 5 2K2
i 5 2K6
i
, ~32b!
S2
i 5S3
i
, ~32c!
S4
i 5 2S5
i 5 2S1
i
. ~32d!
Finally, we can also expand Eq. ~29! with respect to the
uniaxial nematic phase. The expansion of gL ,u is given in Eq.
~21!. The tensors in the elastic terms are expanded according
to, e.g.,
kabg
u ~Qu,Qb,T ,p !5kabgu ,0 ~Qu,T ,p !1 , ~33!
where the appearing tensors ~like ku ,0) have the symmetry of
the uniaxial phase and only the lowest-order terms are taken
into account.
Obviously, the elastic terms containing only the spatial
derivatives of Qu ~the ku ,0, Ku ,u ,0, and Ku ,0 terms! give rise
to the 8 uniaxial bulk elastic terms and the 4 uniaxial surface
terms ~see Tables I and II!. The remaining terms ~the kb ,0,
Ku ,b ,0, Kb ,b ,0, and Kb ,0 terms! give rise to 5 additional bulk
elastic terms, 1 additional antisymmetric surface term, and 2
additional symmetric surface terms; there are no additional
chiral terms. Then
gL ,el5gL ,el
u 1gL ,el
b
, ~34!
where gL ,el
u is given by Eq. ~23! and gL ,el
b by
TABLE II. Surface terms for the uniaxial nematic phase. The
‘‘uniaxial’’ elastic constants Su are functions of the uniaxial order
parameter, temperature, and pressure. Near the isotropic phase, the
elastic constants can be approximated by the expressions in the last
column. The ‘‘isotropic’’ elastic constants are functions of tempera-
ture and pressure only.
Surface term I
]a$S1
u(nb]bna2na]bnb)% S1u'(2K1i 1S1i )Q12
]a$S2
u]aQ1% S2u'2 13S2i
]a$S3
uNab]bQ1% S3u'S2i
]a$S4
u(nb]bna1na]bnb)% S4u'S2i Q1
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gL ,el
b 5K8
u$~ lQ2!D321~mQ2!D3112Q2~D13D312D23D32!%1K9u$2~ lQ1!~ lQ2!1~mQ1!~mQ2!
12Q2~ lQ1!D2312Q2~mQ1!D13%1K10u $~nQ2!214Q22D332 %1K11u $~ lQ2!21~mQ2!2
14Q22~D132 1D232 !%1K12u $2Q2D23~ lQ2!1Q2D13~mQ2!%1]a$S5u~dagNbd2dbgNad!]bQgdb %
1]a$S6
u~dagNbd1dbgNad!]bQgdb %1]a$S7udagdbd]bQgdb %. ~35!
The 12 uniaxial bulk elastic constants Ku and seven uniaxial
surface elastic constants Su are functions of Q1(r), T , and
p .
The general expression for the elastic free-energy density
of the biaxial nematic phase and the three approximate ex-
pressions are given in the Tables III and IV. It should be
remarked that some of the terms of higher order in Q2 that
are neglected in the uniaxial approximation are included in
the indirect isotropic approximation. Within this last ap-
proximation they cannot be left out, as they may be of the
same order of magnitude as terms of the same order in Q1.
IV. SURFACE-INDUCED LIQUID-CRYSTAL ALIGNMENT
In this section the GLGT is used to analyze the relation
between the orientation and order of a nematic liquid crystal
in the bulk and at the surface. To that end, consider a nem-
atic liquid crystal that fills the infinite half space z>0,
bounded by an aligning substrate at z50. We choose the x
direction of the laboratory frame along the direction of the
alignment at the surface ~see Fig. 1!. The x-y plane is a
mirror plane here. For that reason the local orientation of the
nematic liquid crystal can be expressed as
l~z !5~0,1,0 !, ~36a!
m~z !52sina~z !,0,cosa~z !, ~36b!
n~z !5cosa~z !,0,sina~z !, ~36c!
where the so-called tilt angle a(z) is defined as the angle
between the director field n(z) and the surface plane.
We assume the nematic liquid crystal to be strongly an-
chored to the substrate, i.e., the boundary conditions at the
surface are fixed,
Q1~z50 !5Q1,s , ~37a!
Q2~z50 !5Q2,s , ~37b!
a~z50 !5as , ~37c!
where we have taken the surface order to be biaxial. In the
bulk, the nematic liquid crystal is uniform and uniaxial:
Q1~z!`!5Q¯ 1 , ~38a!
Q2~z!`!50, ~38b!
Q18~z!`!50, ~38c!
Q28~z!`!50, ~38d!
a8~z!`!50, ~38e!
where the prime denotes the spatial derivative with respect to
the z coordinate.
The GLGT can be used to obtain the tilt angle and the
scalar order parameters as a function of z , thereby describing
the influence of the surface order (Q1,s , Q2,s) and orientation
(as) on the orientation in the bulk, given by
ap[a(z!`). The Landau free-energy density is given by
gL5gL ,u1gL ,el , ~39!
where gL ,u has the form of the Landau free-energy density of
the uniform state and gL ,el denotes the elastic free-energy
density. Variational calculus leads to the set of coupled
Euler-Lagrange equations
]gL
]Q1 5
d
dz F ]gL]Q18G , ~40a!
]gL
]Q2 5
d
dz F ]gL]Q28G , ~40b!
]gL
]a
5
d
dz F ]gL]a8G . ~40c!
The order parameters Q1(z) and Q2(z) and the tilt angle
a(z) must be solved from these Euler-Lagrange equations
and from the boundary conditions ~37! and ~38!. The solu-
tion of these equations constitutes a formidable problem as
gL ,u and the elastic constants appearing in the expression for
gL ,el are ~unknown! functions of Q1(z) and Q2(z). However,
an approximate analytical solution is quite possible. The
starting point of the approximation is the assumption that the
difference between the order near the surface and the order in
the bulk is small, i.e., the assumption that dQ1(z)
[Q1(z)2Q¯ 1 and Q2(z) are small for all z . Then the Euler-
Lagrange equations can be expanded in dQ1(z), Q2(z), and
their spatial derivatives and solved up to first order. To that
end expressions for gL ,u and gL ,el up to lowest order in
dQ1(z) and Q2(z) are needed.
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According to Eq. ~21!, the lowest-order expression for
gL ,u reads
gL ,u5gbulk1
1
2 A1~dQ1!
21
1
2 A2Q2
21 , ~41!
with gbulk the free-energy density of the uniform bulk and
A1 ,A2 positive constants.
The form of the elastic free-energy density gL ,el can be
obtained from Table III. Surface terms ~Table IV! can be
neglected as we have assumed fixed boundary conditions. As
the biaxial order parameter is assumed to be small, gL ,el can
TABLE III. Bulk elastic terms for the biaxial nematic phase. The 36 ‘‘biaxial’’ elastic constants can be
approximated by linear combinations of either 2, 6, or 13 elastic constants, depending on the approximation
that is used.
Invariant Constant Nu I ~indirect! I ~direct!
D11 k1
b ku 0 0
D22 k2
b ku 0 0
D33 k3
b 0 0 0
D112 K1
b K2
u 2K1
i Q121 23K3i Q1Q21 29K5i Q22 2K1i (Q11 13Q2)2
D222 K2
b K2
u 2K1
i Q122 23K3i Q1Q21 29K5i Q22 2K1i (2Q11 13Q2)2
D332 K3
b 4K10
u Q22 89K5i Q22 89K1i Q22
D122 K4
b K1
u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12 (2K1i 1K2i )(2Q11 13Q2)2
2
1
3(2K3i 1K4i )Q1Q2
1
1
9(2K5i 1K6i )Q22
D232 K5
b 4K11
u Q22 49(2K5i 1K6i )Q22 49(2K1i 1K2i )Q22
D312 K6
b K3
u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12 (2K1i 1K2i )(Q11 13Q2)2
1
1
3(2K3i 1K4i )Q1Q2
1
1
9(2K5i 1K6i )Q22
D212 K7
b K1
u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12 (2K1i 1K2i )(Q11 13Q2)2
1
1
3(2K3i 1K4i )Q1Q2
1
1
9(2K5i 1K6i )Q22
D322 K8
b K3
u (2K1i 1K2i )Q12 (2K1i 1K2i )(2Q11 13Q2)2
2
1
3(2K3i 1K4i )Q1Q2
1
1
9(2K5i 1K6i )Q22
D132 K9
b 4K11
u Q22 49(2K5i 1K6i )Q22 49(2K1i 1K2i )Q22
D12D21 K10
b 2(K2u2K1u) 22K2i Q121 29K6i Q22 2K2i (2Q121 19Q22)
D23D32 K11
b 22K8
uQ2 23K4i Q1Q2 2 49K6i Q22 43K2i Q2(Q12 13Q2)
D31D13 K12
b 2K8
uQ2 2 23K4i Q1Q22 49K6i Q22 2 43K2i Q2(Q11 13Q2)
(lQ1)2 K13b K5u 19(6K1i 1K2i ) 19(6K1i 1K2i )
(mQ1)2 K14b K5u 19(6K1i 1K2i ) 19(6K1i 1K2i )
(nQ1)2 K15b K4u1K5u 23(K1i 1 23K2i ) 23(K1i 1 23K2i )
(lQ1)(lQ2) K16b 2K9u 2 19K4i 2 29K2i
(mQ1)(mQ2) K17b K9u 19K4i 29K2i
(nQ1)(nQ2) K18b 0 0 0
(lQ2)2 K19b K11u 19(2K5i 1K6i ) 19(2K1i 1K2i )
(mQ2)2 K20b K11u 19(2K5i 1K6i ) 19(2K1i 1K2i )
(nQ2)2 K21b K10u 29K5i 29K1i
(lQ1)D32 K22b K6u2]K2u/]Q1 23K2i Q12 19K4i Q2 23K2i (Q12 13Q2)
(lQ1)D23 K23b 2K9uQ2 29K4i Q2 49K2i Q2
(mQ1)D31 K24b 2K6u1]K2u/]Q1 2 23K2i Q12 19K4i Q2 2 23K2i (Q11 13Q2)
(mQ1)D13 K25b 2K9uQ2 29K4i Q2 49K2i Q2
(nQ1)D12 K26b 2K7u1]K2u/]Q1 2 43K2i Q11 29K4i Q2 43K2i (2Q11 13Q2)
(nQ1)D21 K27b K7u2]K2u/]Q1 43K2i Q11 29K4i Q2 43K2i (Q11 13Q2)
(lQ2)D32 K28b K8u 2 13K4i Q11 29K6i Q2 2 23K2i (Q12 13Q2)
(lQ2)D23 K29b 2K12u Q2 2 49K6i Q2 2 49K2i Q2
(mQ2)D31 K30b K8u 2 13K4i Q12 29K6i Q2 2 23K2i (Q11 13Q2)
(mQ2)D13 K31b K12u Q2 49K6i Q2 49K2i Q2
(nQ2)D12 K32b 0 0 0
(nQ2)D21 K33b 0 0 0
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be approximated according to Eqs. ~35! and ~23!. The fol-
lowing expression for gL ,el is found:
gL ,el'~K1
ucos2a1K3
usin2a!a821~K5
u1K4
usin2a!~dQ18!2
1K9
ucos2adQ18Q281~K11u cos2a1K10u sin2a!Q282
1 12 ~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2a!a8dQ181 12K8usin~2a!a8Q28 .
~42!
The dependence of the uniaxial elastic constants on dQ1 can
be neglected, as dQ1 is assumed to be small.
Now the Euler-Lagrange equations can be expanded in
terms of dQ1(z) and Q2(z). The equations of order zero
appear to lead to
a0950. ~43!
Taking into account boundary conditions ~38!, the zeroth-
order tilt angle profile follows as
a0~z !5ap . ~44!
This is hardly surprising, as the Frank free energy, i.e., the
elastic free energy in the case of uniform order parameters, is
minimized by a uniform director profile.
The Euler-Lagrange equations of first order are
2~K5
u1K4
usin2ap!dQ191K9ucos2apQ29
1 12 ~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2ap!a192A1dQ150, ~45a!
K9
ucos2apdQ191 2~K11u cos2ap1K10u sin2ap!Q29
1 12K8
usin~2ap!a192A2Q250, ~45b!
2~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!a191
1
2 ~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2ap!dQ19
1 12K8
usin~2ap!Q2950. ~45c!
The solution to Eq. ~45c! can be expressed as
a1~z !52
~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
dQ1~z !
2
K8
usin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
Q2~z !. ~46!
Now Eqs. ~45a! and ~45b! can be written as
B1dQ191B3Q292A1dQ150, ~47a!
B3dQ191B2Q292A2Q250, ~47b!
with
B152~K5
u1K4
usin2ap!2
~K7
u2K6
u!2sin2~2ap!
8~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
,
~48a!
B252~K11
u cos2ap1K10
u sin2ap!2
K8
u2sin2~2ap!
8~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
,
~48b!
B35K9
ucos2ap . ~48c!
It follows that the scalar order parameters vary according to
dQ1~z !5C1exp~2a1z !1C2exp~2a2z !, ~49a!
TABLE IV. Surface terms for the ~chiral! biaxial nematic phase. The elastic constants Sb are functions of
Q1(r), Q2(r), T , and p . The 12 biaxial elastic constants can be approximated as discussed in the text.
Surface term Nu I ~indirect! I ~direct!
]a$S1
b(na]bnb2nb]bna)% K2u2S1u 2S1i Q121 19S5i Q22 S1i (2Q121 19Q22)
]a$S2
b(la]blb2lb]bla)% 13S5uQ2 13S4i Q1Q22 29S5i Q22 23S1i Q2(Q12 13Q2)
]a$S3
b(ma]bmb2mb]bma)% 2 13S5uQ2 2 13S4i Q1Q22 29S5i Q22 2 23S1i Q2(Q11 13Q2)
]a$S4
bNab]bQ1% S2u1S3u 23S2i 23S2i
]a$S5
bNab]bQ2% 0 0 0
]a$S6
bMab]bQ1% S2u 2 13S2i 2 13S2i
]a$S7
bMab]bQ2% 2 13S7u 2 13S3i 2 13S2i
]a$S8
bLab]bQ1% S2u 2 13S2i 2 13S2i
]a$S9
bLab]bQ2% 13S7u 13S3i 13S2i
]a$S10
b (2maD312naD21)% 2S4u2 13(S6u1S7u)Q2 2S2i Q12 13S3i Q2 2S2i (Q11 13Q2)
]a$S11
b (2naD122laD32)% S4u2 13(S6u1S7u)Q2 S2i Q12 13S3i Q2 S2i (Q12 13Q2)
]a$S12
b (2maD132laD23)% 23S7uQ2 23S3i Q2 23S2i Q2
FIG. 1. Nematic cell. The orientation of the director is deter-
mined by the tilt angle a , the value of which at the surface as is
usually different from the value in the bulk of the nematic liquid
crystal. The latter is referred to as the pretilt angle ap .
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Q2~z !5C3exp~2a1z !1C4exp~2a2z !, ~49b!
where the coefficients a6 are given by
a65A~B1A21B2A1!6A~B1A22B2A1!214A1A2B322~B1B22B32! .
~50!
The lengths 1/a1 and 1/a2 are of the order of what is usually
called the coherence length. The coefficients C1–C4 are
given by
C15
1
2 ~12R1!dQ1,s2R2Q2,s , ~51a!
C25
1
2 ~11R1!dQ1,s1R2Q2,s , ~51b!
C35
1
2 ~11R1!Q2,s2RAR2dQ1,s , ~51c!
C45
1
2 ~12R1!Q2,s1RAR2dQ1,s , ~51d!
with the dimensionless constants
RA5
A1
A2
, ~52a!
R15
B1A22B2A1
A~B1A22B2A1!214A1A2B32
, ~52b!
R25
B3A2
A~B1A22B2A1!214A1A2B32
. ~52c!
Summarizing, the tilt angle profile up to first order in
dQ1(z) and Q2(z) is
a~z !5a0~z !1a1~z !
5ap2
~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
dQ1~z !
2
K8
usin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
Q2~z !. ~53!
The constant ap must be solved from the following equation,
which follows from the boundary conditions ~37!:
as5ap2
~K7
u2K6
u!sin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
~Q1,s2Q¯ 1!
2
K8
usin~2ap!
4~K1
ucos2ap1K3
usin2ap!
Q2,s . ~54!
In the direct isotropic approximation and in the case of small
angles ap and as this result reduces to
ap5asH 12K2i @Q¯ 12Q1,s1Q2,s#3~2K1i 1K2i !Q¯ 1 J , ~55!
which is the same result as that obtained in Refs. @16,17#.
We conclude that the nonuniformity of the scalar order
parameters in a region with a thickness of the order of the
coherence length induces a combined splay-bend deforma-
tion of the director field in this subsurface region. For a
liquid-crystal layer with a thickness much larger than the
coherence length, the director profile seems uniformly tilted
with a tilt angle ap . Thus the interaction of the liquid-crystal
with the substrate apparently favors the alignment of the di-
rector along a preferential axis that makes an angle ap with
the substrate. It follows that ap is equal to the so-called
pretilt angle, which is an important parameter for liquid crys-
tal display devices. Knowledge of the relation between the
pretilt angle and surface properties such as as , Q1,s , and
Q2,s , which can be measured using second-harmonic genera-
tion @15–17#, might be quite useful.
The obtained result has some relevance to the debate on
the surface elastic constant K13 as well. This elastic constant
introduces an artifact in the continuum theory of nematic
liquid crystals. A straightforward minimization procedure for
the free-energy functional, including the K13 term, leads to a
discontinuity of the director field at the surface @35#. In order
to remedy this artifact of the theory Barbero and co-workers
introduced a higher-order elastic constant @36#. This proce-
dure results in a variation of the director tilt in a small layer
near the surface. The tilt variation over this subsurface layer
appears to be given by
Da'
K13
2 Ksin~2as!, ~56!
with K of the order of the Frank elastic constants. This pro-
posal to remedy the K13 artifact was subsequently criticized
in the literature @37#. A tilt variation close to the surface is
also found in the framework of the present GLGT. More-
over, Eq. ~54! for the tilt variation over the subsurface layer
is quantitatively similar to Eq. ~56!. For this reason the ap-
proach of @36# can be seen as an effective theory for describ-
ing the influence of order variations near a surface on the
liquid-crystal orientation. As a consequence, K13 must then
be seen as an effective parameter, related to the order varia-
tion near the surface and the elastic constants of the under-
lying GLGT in the following way:
K13
eff[
1
2 ~K7
u2K6
u!dQ1,s1
1
2 K8
uQ2,s . ~57!
In the direct isotropic approximation ~see Table I! this re-
duces to K13
eff'K2
i Q¯ 1(dQ1,s2Q2,s)/3. It follows that K13eff is
negative for a disordering surface (dQ1,s,0) and positive
for an ordering surface (dQ1,s.0), in the case where biaxi-
ality is neglected. Clearly, K13
eff is not a genuine elastic con-
stant, as it depends on the properties of the substrate with
which the liquid crystal is in contact.
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V. SUMMARY
The Landau free-energy density and the elastic free-
energy density of nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals with
either uniaxial or biaxial symmetry are considered. A tensor
analysis is used to find all the terms that are allowed by the
symmetries of these liquid-crystalline phases.
The expression for the Landau free-energy density is de-
rived for the isotropic-uniaxial nematic phase transition, the
isotropic-biaxial nematic phase transition, and the uniaxial
nematic-biaxial nematic phase transition. It appears that a
direct isotropic-biaxial nematic transition imposes more se-
vere constraints on the expression for the Landau free-energy
density of the biaxial nematic phase than two successive
isotropic-uniaxial nematic–biaxial nematic transitions. The
expression for the direct isotropic-biaxial nematic transition
corresponds to the expression known from the literature.
Clearly, this expression is not generally valid.
The same observation holds for the GLGT, which com-
bines Landau theory with elasticity theory. The GLGT
known from the literature appears to be an approximation of
the more general theory that is investigated in this paper. For
biaxial nematic liquid crystals, the well-known approximate
GLGT expression, as well as two other approximate expres-
sions, is derived.
Concerning the elastic part of the free-energy density, it is
found that uniaxial nematic liquid crystals are described by
eight independent bulk elastic terms and four independent
surface terms. In the isotropic approximation, the number of
bulk terms ~surface terms! is reduced to two ~two!. Biaxial
nematic liquid crystals, on the other hand, are described by
36 independent bulk elastic terms and 12 independent sur-
face terms. The number of bulk terms ~surface terms! is re-
duced to 13 ~7! in the uniaxial approximation, to six ~five! in
the indirect isotropic approximation, and to two ~two! in the
direct isotropic approximation. This last direct isotropic ap-
proximation is the approximation corresponding to the
GLGT known from the literature
As an illustrative example, the theory has been used to
calculate the variation in liquid-crystal orientation in a thin
layer near a surface due to variations in the nematic order in
this subsurface layer. Such order variations are induced by a
substrate imposing order to the liquid crystal differing from
the thermodynamically stable order. The resulting tilt varia-
tion is quantitatively similar to the variation expected to be
caused by the surface elastic constant K13 . However, the
effect described here depends on the type of substrate,
whereas the tilt variation due to K13 does not.
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